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This book argues that larger flaws in the global supply chain must first be addressed to change the way business is
conducted to prevent factory owners from taking deadly risks to meet clients’ demands in the garment industry in
Bangladesh.
Using the 2013 Rana Plaza disaster as a departure point, and to prevent such tragedies from occurring in the
future, this book presents an interdisciplinary analysis to address the disaster which resulted in a radical change
in the functioning of the garment industry. The
chapters present innovative ways of thinking
about solutions that go beyond third-party
monitoring. They open up possibilities for a
renewed engagement of international brands and
buyers within the garment sector, a focus on direct
worker empowerment using technology, the role of
community-based movements, developing a model
of change through enforceable contracts combined
with workers movements, and a more productive
and influential role for both factory owners and the
government. This book makes key interventions
and rethinks the approaches that have been taken
until now and proposes suggestions for the way
forward. It engages with international brands,
the private sector, and civil society to strategize
about the future of the industry and for those who
depend on it for their livelihood.

SUMMARY
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY
ANALYSIS TO ADDRESS THE
RANA PLA ZA DISASTER
WHICH RESULTED IN A
RADIC AL CHANGE IN THE
FUNC TIONING OF THE
GARMENT INDUSTRY
LARGER FLAWS IN THE
GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN
MUST FIRST BE ADDRESSED
TO CHANGE THE WAY
BUSINESS IS CONDUC TED
TO PREVENT FAC TORY
OWNERS FROM TAKING
DEADLY RISKS TO MEET
CLIENTS’ DEMANDS IN
THE GARMENT INDUSTRY
IN BANGLADESH

A much-needed review and evaluation of the many
initiatives that have been set up in Bangladesh in the wake of Rana Plaza, this book is a valuable
addition to academics in the fields of development studies, gender and women’s studies, human
rights, poverty and practice, political science, economics, sociology, anthropology, and South Asian
studies.

INTRODUCTION

T

his introductory chapter lays out characteristics of the Bangladeshi garment industry that
led to the Rana Plaza tragedy. Using the literature around international interventions, it
makes several arguments critiquing the strategies of the international brands and buyers
after the disaster. At the end, the chapter lays out innovations in rethinking the global supply
chain, direct worker empowerment through the use of technology, community initiatives, the
enforcement of gender protections, and a renewed role for the domestic private sector, the
Bangladeshi government, and international buyers.
The volume does three things through its collection of chapters that are both theoretically
analytical and “solution” oriented. First, it puts Rana Plaza into a larger context to help readers
understand the structural, managerial, and political conditions within which poor labor
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Labor Behind the Global Garments
The Subir and Malini Chowdhury Center for Bangladesh Studies finally, many of the
and Textiles Industries.
University of California at Berkeley
authors provide a way
forward by examining
innovations, new ideas, and novel approaches that can all be part of a larger set of “solutions” to address workers rights post-Rana
Plaza and beyond.
It is clear that third
party monitoring
initiatives are
limited in their
scope and focus
and will not
likely prevent
future tragedies
from occurring.
To effectively
addressing the gaps
going forward,
there must be

This volume presents an interdisciplinary approach to addressing the crisis of
labor rights from the perspective of workers, brands, international protections,
community organizations and governments. It is a unique contribution to the field,
with chapters that are unified around
the central theme of global supply
chains that stretch around the world,
as well as the sourcing decisions and
business models that animate those
chains, and how these pertain to poor
labor conditions.

A top view of the wrecked Rana Plaza building that housed
several apparel factories producing clothes for US & European
brands. The deadly factory collapse left over 1,100 workers killed
and many more wounded © Farid Ahmed

a concerted effort
by all actors in the
global supply chain,
public and private,
from consumers to
Garment worker Laboni, stands with her husband, she lost her
left hand at Rana Plaza collapse © Khorshed Alam Rinku
donors, international
organizations, local
industry, civil society, to governments to engage in a dialogue. This book
argues that in order to prevent horrific tragedies like Rana Plaza from occurring
in the future, larger flaws in the global chain must be addressed, direct and
long term buying relations with factories must be established, the government
of Bangladesh must assume responsibility for properly regulating garment
production, and linkages with existing movements must be created with
the hope that this will change the way business is conducted and reduce the
incentives of factory owners to take deadly risks in order to meet the demands
of their clients.

PA R T I : L E A D I N G TO T H E D I S A S T E R

T

he export garment-manufacturing sector in Bangladesh
began in the late 1970s following the new Multi-Fibre
Agreement (MFA). By the 1990s, women accounted for more
THE LONGUE DURÉE AND THE PROMISE OF
than 90 percent of the almost 4 million workers and, by 2014,
garment exports accounted for 81 percent of the country's
E X P O R T- L E D D E V E L O P M E N T: R E A D Y M A D E
total exports. While rules were introduced over the course
G A R M E N T M A N U FAC T U R I N G I N B A N G L A D E S H
of this period, compliance was weak and little oversight was
by
provided to ensure worker safety. This chapter offers an
overview of the industry, the policies guiding production
Shelley Feldman & Jakir Hossain
and exports, and the building of an industrial labor force to
situate post-Rana Plaza interventions, their implementation,
and issues of compliance. We offer a long view of the sector to situate Bangladesh manufacturing in the global economy and
highlight its changing structure, organization, and conditions of production and compliance.
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R

Rana Plaza
garnered
international
outrage and
led to calls for
reform of the
Bangladesh
readymade
garment
sector...that
has been
producing
garments
for the world
market since
the mid-1970s. This tragedy, however, was not an isolated incident. Yet,
it took more than 40 years for European and North American buyers
to acknowledge the cost to Bangladeshi workers of cheap garment
production, and to propose two international interventions, the Accord
on Fire and Building Safety, and the Alliance for Worker Safety each,
demanding safety checks by companies buying clothing from the
world’s second largest producer.

ana Plaza hosted garment factories that functioned as direct suppliers to brands but
also took in subcontracted orders. According to our empirical research, the garment
production involves
more than twice as many
CHAPTER 3
facilities than brands
and retailers currently
O FF T H E R A D A R: S U B C O N T R AC T I N G I N
monitor directly. While
many brands are adamant
BANGLADESH'S RMG INDUSTRY
about their ‘zero tolerance
by
policy’ for unauthorized
subcontracting, the policy
Sanchita Banerjee Saxena & Dorothee Baumann-Pauly
is largely ineffective in
practice. In this chapter we
argue that unless business models change and all factories in Bangladesh are contd.
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contd. brought under a monitoring
system that upgrades the entire sector,
a large portion of the garment workers
in Bangladesh will remain unsafe and
other tragedies that cost workers’ lives
cannot be excluded.

Why does the actual size of
the industry matter so much?
Defining adequate solutions
requires a proper definition
of the problem. Without
better knowledge about the
size of the industry and the
scope of the problem (how
prevalent are fire safety and
building integrity issues in all
levels of the supply chain),
approaches designed to
address these issues will not
be able solve the problem
comprehensively. It is even
questionable that current
approaches, which involve
inspecting the direct suppliers
of western brands, solve the
issue partially…
The research highlighted in
this chapter is an important
step in gaining greater
understanding of the true size
and complexity of the contd.

PA R T I I : D E A L I N G W I T H T H E A F T E R M AT H
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O P P O R T U N I T I E S A N D L I M I TAT I O N S O F T H E AC C O R D: N E E D
FOR A WORKER ORGANIZING MODEL
by
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CHAUMTOLI HUQ is an Associate Professor of Law at CUNY School of Law with an
expertise in labor and employment law and human rights. She is the founder/
Editor of an innovative law and media non-profit called Law@theMargins (www.
lawatthemargins.com)

A

fter Rana Plaza, the Accord and the Alliance emerged as factory-safety inspection
programs with the goal of preventing another workplace tragedy. While these agreements were historic in the sense that there had not been a unified effort by global brands
to address safety issues, they were not a radical departure from the existing framework of
corporate social responsibility programs by global brands. This chapter will focus on the
opportunities and limitations of these programs, which essentially rely on private market
approaches to address workplace safety and labor rights issues, in the context of neoliberal policies that seek minimal regulation by state actors and other non-binding accountability measures. It will argue that without a labor rights focus and greater accountability
measures their impact will be limited.

The Accord, which functions more like a business service agreement
than a labor agreement, is narrowly tailored and fails to address
additional safety concerns impacting a female majority workforce.
It maintains the business model of garment production that keep
wages low and discourages organizing and does not fundamentally
change the socio-economic relationships between worker, supplier
and global brands. Further, the impact of the Accord and similar
agreements will remain limited without a broader labor rights
focus to these safety programs, binding global brands through
agreement to follow and be liable for labor rights in their business
practices and change their business model.
apparel supply
chain in Bangladesh. It is
incontrovertible that the
supply chain is bigger, more
complex, and contains greater
risk for more workers than
previously imagined. New
ways of thinking and acting
are needed to ensure that all
factories provide employment
in safe conditions and with
the dignity of work for all
workers

contd.
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O

ver the last two decades third-party
monitoring initiatives have emerged
to improve working conditions in factories.
These programs have had mixed results. In
Cambodia, the first country to implement
the International Labor Organisation’s Better
Work program, compliance with some
labor standards has improved. Yet program
reports also show compliance regression
in the area of freedom of association and
non-discrimination. This chapter considers
whether such programs strengthen state
& brand legitimacy without corresponding
rights gains for workers. It argues that as a
complementary and parallel mechanism to
state legislative enforcement, third-party
monitoring alone runs the risk of eroding
worker agency and substantive labor rights
reform in the long term.

T

his chapter builds on earlier work on dominant narratives around the garment industry as they inform transnational policies and practices of solidarity. This chapter argues, hegemonic Euro-American framings of “the problem” privilege some issues while
occluding or dismissing others. The emergence of the Accord-Alliance “solution” and
corresponding ILO initiatives to form factory level unions illustrate the limited nature of
such interventions. Both leave untouched long-term structural issues that fundamentally shape workers’ experiences
on the shop floor and with
The analysis proceeds on the premise
respect to organizing. This
that fundamental contradictions and
chapter shows how evoking
constraints remain untouched by the
the rhetoric of the garment industry’s survival being a queslegal and others reforms – much needed
tion of national interest allows
as they were – that occurred after 2013.
the state to create a space of
My argument is nested in a broader
exception where routine labor
laws do not apply.
analysis of the ways

Greater attention is required to
enabling a range of opportunities
for worker representation and
engagement which challenge
the decision-making status quo,
and enable workers to claim greater representational and
collective power to drive improvements in labor rights.
Ultimately, however, different strategies – including
pressure on the state to enforce its own labor laws – are
needed to disrupt the enduring power dynamics between
the state, global capital and labor. Otherwise third-party
monitoring will continue to de-mobilise and de-politicise
the efforts of organised labor to advance sustainable
employment rights in global production networks.

that dominant,
neoliberal framings
of the “problem” of
labor in the garment
sector privileges some
issues while occluding
or dismissing
others. The AccordAlliance solution
and corresponding
ILO initiatives to
form factory level
unions illustrate the limited nature of
existing interventions. The technocratic
approach to “fixing” the problem
elides the realm of the political, leaving
untouched critical issues – such as
persistent and systematic delays in
payments – that fundamentally shape
workers’ experiences on the shop floor
and beyond.
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AND CHALLENGES
by

POST RANA PLAZA
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ROLE OF THE BANGLADESHI
GOVERNMENT
by

Rubana Huq
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he government in Bangladesh has historically failed to protect the rights of workers; more
than 2200 garment workers have died and hundreds have been injured between 2000 and
2013 in Bangladesh. Soon after the Rana Plaza disaster, however, the government initiated various methods of ensuring compliance with labor standards. The main aim of this chapter is to
understand why there has been this shift --what labor policies have been adopted by the government since the Rana Plaza disaster and how has the government negotiated the challenges
raised after 2013. This study will provide unique insights into the factors that both foster and
prevent change in workplace policies designed to improve labor standards in garment factories.

T

his chapter presents a background of the industry along
with case studies and recommendations based on the aftermath
of the Rana Plaza accident of April
2013, the worst of its kind in the
history of the garment industry in
Bangladesh. The chapter reviews
the measures that have been put
in place to improve standards of
safety and labor after the Rana
Plaza collapse, compliance and
auditing pressures, implementation of measurable standards of
work and safety, and the extent to
which retailers and manufacturers
in Bangladesh are now taking responsibility for improving working
conditions and for the quality of
life of factory workers.

The readymade garment
industry has learnt a huge
lesson post-Rana Plaza which will haunt the nation as
a collective tragedy. The only way out of this tragedy
is through an initiative that promises transparency,
readiness, and remediation steered by a higher degree of commitment & ethics from the industry players themselves. There is really no other alternative.

The momentum
that started five
years ago should
continue and
the government
needs to play an
exemplary role
by addressing
the drawbacks of
the entire process in a systematic way, and
utilise the resources available from different
stakeholders to prevent another incident
similar to the one at Rana Plaza. There is no
way to deny that the capacity of the government needs to be strengthened contd.
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T

he post-Rana Plaza period has been marked for various
national and global initiatives with a view to fix the decent work agenda of Bangladesh’s apparels sector. According to the ILO, decent work has four components, which
include employability, decent wage, workplace safety and
workers’ rights. Among different stakeholders, the buyers
and suppliers play the most important role in implementing the decent work agenda in the value chain. The main
focus of this chapter is to examine how the buyers and
suppliers have taken part in implementing related activities
during this period and how distinctive those activities were
compared to those of the pre-Rana Plaza period.

The post-Rana Plaza initiatives are a step
forward in implementing the decent work
agenda in the apparels sector value chain of
Bangladesh. The international agreement
of the Sustainability Compact, USTR Plan
of Action and the National Initiative had
identified a set of activities which the
stakeholders have committed to implement.
However, the activities pursued have primarily
focused on workplace safety issues and,
partly, on workers’ rights issues.
contd. so that dependence on transnational or private governance approach
would be reduced and a self-reliant independent body would lead effectively.
To make it happen, the cooperation of
and collaboration with different stakeholders is essential which has already
initiated and should be continued.
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T

o ensure that benefits
reach the most
vulnerable workers at the
bottom of labor intensive
value chains we need
move beyond a narrow
focus on the workplace
to also target the places
and communities where
workers live. Alongside
top down, multilateral
arrangements, we also
need to think of more
proximate, locally
embedded initiatives
that can simultaneously build vigilance and accountability from the bottom up. This
‘sandwich’ strategy of scrutiny where mobilization, engagement and oversight from below meets reformist mechanisms from above,
can serve to deepen workers’ own agency while building local institutions and organizational capacity that can remain in place
even after more global initiatives
have faded. This chapter draws
We need to move beyond the workplace and into the community where
on insights from a place-based
the most vulnerable, informal garment workers live and work to really
experiment in spatially embedded
contracting in Mewat, India to
make a difference. To ensure that benefits reach them, we need to
illustrate this argument.

target the places, localized labor markets
and communities that they are a part. In
addition to place the state needs to get
involved by forging new sourcing models
that involve networked ties between public
sector agencies, branded buyers, and locally
rooted community associations (or NGOs)
that can provide continuous oversight,
accountability and learning as global (and
local) work reaches those that are the most
unprotected at the base of the garment
industry’s value chains. By building up local
relationships, workers can become a central
part of a local movement to creating safer
working conditions and decent work. Adopting an approach such as
this could be critical to preventing horrific tragedies such as Rana Plaza
from occurring again.
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n this chapter, we discuss solutions to supply chain transparency.
This is by no means a new problem, so we begin with a recap of
existing
solutions, looking into their strengths and weaknesses.
EMERGING SOLUTIONS TO THE GLOBAL
Using these, we create a framework for what the ideal solution
L A B O R T R A N S PA R E N C Y P R O B L E M
might look like: not just in terms of worker impact, but also drivby
ing benefits across the supply chain. This includes global brands,
suppliers, consumers, and governments. Then, we introduce some
Kohl Gill & Ayush Khanna
solutions, and dive into case studies to understand exactly how
they are delivering results. Specifically, we look at the underlying
approaches
and
technology
that enable these solutions. We end by examining the barriers
DR. KOHL GILL, a
these
solutions
need
to
address
to be successful at scale.
quantum physicist

turned entrepreneur,
founded LaborVoices
after observing
patterns of opaque
supply chains and high mobile phone
penetration while working with the
U.S. Department of State. He has a
BS in Physics from Caltech and a PhD
in Physics from UC Santa Barbara.
AYUSH KHANNA
is co-founder
and COO at
LaborVoices, where
he is building a
platform that guides workers
to jobs that pay and treat them
fairly. He has an MS in Information
Systems from UC Berkeley.

A solution
that works
for brands,
workers and
suppliers
(and NGOs,
governments)
is a solution
that will actually work. It
will move us
past the stale debate of whether traditional governance works (spoiler
alert: it doesn’t). Keeping this view in mind, we will now outline some
characteristics of the ideal solution—aligning incentives to drive market pressure to support labor rights, rather than undermine them.
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FA S T FA S H I O N, P R O D U C T I O N
TA R G E T S, A N D G E N D E R B A S E D
VIOLENCE IN ASIAN GARMENT
S U P P LY C H A I N S
by
Shikha Silliman Bhattacharjee

G

In-depth factory profiles
of 13 garment supplier
factories from Bangladesh,
Cambodia, & India
revealed consistent
distribution of workers by
gender across departments
and roles. Women workers
are concentrated in lowwage production jobs where they are hired on short
term contracts. Within these roles, they are driven
to reach unrealistic production targets through
excessive hours of work in unsafe workplaces. These
risk factors for violence stem from the structure of
garment supply chains, including: asymmetrical
relationships of power between brands & suppliers;
brand purchasing practices driven by fast fashion
trends & pressure to reduce costs; and proliferation
of contract labor and subcontracting practices contd.

SHIKHA S. BHATTACHARJEE
is a Researcher for Asia Floor
Wage Alliance (2016-2018),
Society for Labor and
Development, and Global
Labor Justice; and Content Director at HELM
Social Design Studio. Recent publications include
reports on Gender Based Violence in Gap, H&M,
and Walmart Garment Supply Chains (2018)

ender based violence in the garment industry is a
predictable outcome in an industry where women
workers in subordinate, low-wage employment roles are
driven to meet demanding production targets for below
living wages in order to keep pace with fast fashion trends.
Building upon inroads in brand accountability in the
Bangladesh Accord Model, this chapter makes a case for
substantive obligations on apparel brands and retailers
through binding, contractually enforceable agreements that
are developed and implemented in partnership with workers
and their unions. In order to address gendered power
relationships that subordinate women garment workers,
agreements must not only be worker driven, but should be
driven by women garment workers.

PA R T V: LO O K I N G F O R WA R D
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among supplier
firms. In short, gender
based violence in the
garment industry
is a by-product of
how multi-national
brands do business.
The structure of
production in global
production networks,
involving several
companies across
multiple countries,
allows brands and
retailers to dictate
sourcing & production patterns
while deflecting
accountability for
how purchasing
practices drive severe
violations of rights at
work.
contd.

his chapter provides a brief history of three or more decades of national and international
efforts to improve labor standards for the workers in the garment industry. It concludes by
looking forward to what could be done in the future. The author draws on her own research in
this field to structure the wider literature on this topic. This chapter argues that any account of
achievements and failures in relation to these efforts has to be embedded in the wider context
in which the Bangladesh industry emerged and grew because this helps us to understand
why its working conditions continue to fall short of international conventions and national
regulations. While it faces the difficulties faced by any underdeveloped country with a limited
history of industrialization and an industrial working class, Bangladesh has featured particularly
prominently in international efforts to promote labor standards in global value chains in the
garment sector. It can therefore provide an important case study of the challenges encountered
by these efforts when the apparent protectionism of powerful global actors encounter the
apparent intransigence of locally powerful actors.

…to understand why problems of working
conditions are so pervasive and persistent
THE SHIFTING
in garment value chains, we would be
POLITICS OF LABOR
looking in the wrong place if we focus only
S TA N D A R D S I N
on the factories where these problems are
B A N G L A D E S H: A WAY
manifested. We need to move from a narrow
F O R WA R D
‘spotlight’ perspective on working conditions
by
in global value chains, a perspective that
draws our gaze to the locus of production
Naila Kabeer
alone, to a ‘flood light’ approach which
illuminates the broader political economy
of supply chain capitalism within which these production processes are
located...Studies have shown that the fast fashion retailing has been
particularly inimical to the observance of decent wages and working
conditions across the global industry (Anner et al., 2012). Global brands
and buyers have been able to use the increasingly unequal distribution of
bargaining power within these
chains to pressure their suppliers
to meet the competitive pressures
within the industry by producing
smaller batches of increasing
varieties of products more
rapidly and at decreasing prices.
Even if some global buyers did
make efforts to improve labor
standards among their suppliers,
and even if some suppliers were
responsive to these efforts, the ‘upstream’ business practices associated with
fast fashion retailing inevitably undermined its ‘downstream’ CSR efforts.
Faced with CSR practices which increased the production costs of suppliers,
and purchasing practices which reduced the prices they received, suppliers
had a limited range of options: to reduce their profit margins, pay their
workers lower wages, demand longer hours of work, subcontract out their
work to lower cost units and take short cuts in safety standards.
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The Subir & Malini Chowdhury
Center for Bangladesh Studies,
at the Institute for South Asia
Studies (ISAS) at UC Berkeley
champions the study of
Bangladesh’s cultures, peoples
and history. The first of its kind
in the US, the Center’s mission
is to create an innovative model
combining research, scholarships,
the promotion of art and culture,
and the building of ties between
institutions in Bangladesh and
the University of California.
South Asia Research Notes (SARN)
is published to promote dialogue
and exchange between scholars
who work in inter-disciplinary
fields related to South Asia, as
well as to convey to the wider
public the variety of exciting
projects going on at Berkeley.
SARN is published annually and
is available at chowdhurycenter.
berkeley.edu/research.
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